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The only hardware you need to run a professional
recording studio. MasterControl is a premium audio interface, control
surface, and control room manager. The only piece of gear you need to input
all of your sources into your DAW; the only piece of gear you need to control
recording and editing; and the only piece of gear you need to run professional
tracking and mixing sessions is MasterControl. MasterControl includes two
powerful recording and production programs: Steinberg Cubase LE 4 and
Ableton Live Lite 7.
MasterControl is an HUI+ control surface, meaning that it is uniquely
programmable with HUI and Mackie Control compatibility for use with all popular
DAWs, virtual instruments, and other audio software on Mac and PC.

FEATURES
>> Dual, independently assignable stereo headphone outputs

>> DICE II chip with JetPLL™ technology for rock solid clock sync

>> Flexible, direct monitor routing, assignable through any/all output pair(s)

>> Up to 192 kHz recording / playback capability

>> Dedicated talkback microphone with control surface or footswitch operation

>> Eight analog inputs, expandable up to 26 simultaneous

>> Preview button shows button parameters before sending them out to DAW

>> Nine Touch-Sensitive, 100mm, motorized, capacitive Alps faders

>> Steinberg Cubase LE included

>> Eight assignable knobs, three banks each

>> Ableton Live Lite included

>> Eight assignable buttons, two banks each

>> HUI+ Control Surface protocol

>> Dedicated transport controls with multifunction jog wheel

>> Compatible with all popular DAWs, virtual instruments, and other audio software

>> Three pairs of independently assignable stereo outputs

All information is preliminary and subject to change.
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>> FireWire connectivity: one cable carries all audio and control data

